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What is Beruna Books?What is Beruna Books?
C.S. Lewis wrote, 

“Since it is so likely that (children) will
meet cruel enemies, let them at least have

heard of brave knights and heroic
courage.”

In a world where everything is flashing
before us in an instant, we value the ability

to pause and enjoy the things that have
withstood the test of time. At Beruna

Books, adults and children alike will have
the ability to escape from their day-to-
day lives and embrace the fantastical

through the world of literature. By virtue of
books, they will be able to face monsters,
travel through time, experience some of

the greatest historical events, and dream
of what it might be like to be a part of

that which we can only imagine. Beruna
Books is about finding what is true, good,
and beautiful in our everyday lives, even if

merely through the pages of books.

Through pop-up events and book fairs
tailored to each organization’s needs,

Beruna Books seeks to bring these books
to you. 

We know the world is vast and a bit
frightening, so the goal of Beruna Books is
to encourage its patrons to not merely be
partakers of the world around them, but to

help create it.
 



Why is Beruna Books different?Why is Beruna Books different?

Beruna Books seeks to provide quality
children’s literature, ensuring that every
book you pick up is worth you and your
child’s time. With the amount of book

options available today, it can be a bit
overwhelming when choosing selections

for your child. 

We understand that children will
memorize whatever you give them. At
Beruna Books, we want to ensure that

what they are reading is worth
memorizing. We seek to provide an
environment where parents can rest
assured knowing that the books their

children are reading are beneficial for
their heart, mind, and soul. 

Here we have chosen books of
courage, creativity, and virtue. Stories
that teach us how to be better people,
how to use our imagination, and require

us to be thoughtful. Stories that you
won’t be tired of reading over and over
again. Good children's books benefit
not just children, but adults too. We
want to ensure that every book at

Beruna Books benefits all who read it. 



What to expect at aWhat to expect at a
Beruna BooksBeruna Books  
book fair...book fair...

Quality children’s literature selected based on the age
of your students or the special interests of your group
Student wish lists to be given to parents
Tables, display shelves, etc. provided by Beruna Books
Marketing materials for you to promote the event
A stress-free event for your faculty, staff, and parents, as
we do all of the work for you
A very happy community!



Traditional Schools

Homeschool Groups

Day Cares 

Preschools

After-School Programs

And more!

Because each group is unique, we choose our selections
for every book fair according to the needs and interests
of that particular group. This allows us to serve as many

families as possible!

Who should host aWho should host a
Beruna BooksBeruna Books

book fairbook fair  ??



We are happy to serve groups throughout the United States.

Let us bring our
great selection of

books to you!

Yes, we travel!Yes, we travel!  



Contact us today toContact us today to  
schedule your book fair!schedule your book fair!

info@berunabooks.cominfo@berunabooks.com


